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In an article published by The Wall Street Journal, it was alleged that "In the three
months leading up to December 2021, TikTok ranked as the third most downloaded
app in North America on both iOS and Android, according to App Annie." This article
was published on The Wall Street Journal. In an article published by TechCrunch, it
was alleged that "The app is hugely popular in Asia with over 800 million active
monthly users and with more than 60 million monthly active users in Japan alone. Yet
the firm has done relatively poorly outside of China so far." This article was published
on TechCrunch. In an article published by The Washington Post, it was alleged that
"Itâ€™s difficult to measure this growth, however. TikTok, which is owned by Chinese
tech giant Bytedance and has an estimated 500 million users, still has a relatively low
profile in the United States." This article was published on The Washington Post.",

TikTok is completely free to use and does not require you to pay anything for using
some features. You can also share your videos and photos with your friends on
TikTok by sending them a direct link from your mobile phone or any other user's
mobile phone via SMS, WhatsApp, Messenger or through any other application using
a Bluetooth technology. You can also add songs from YouTube music sources or
download songs on the platform as well.",

Musical.ly is headquartered in Beverly Hills, California with offices in Hangzhou,
China as well as in London and Hong Kong. The company also has a "See Inside"
virtual tour of all Musical.ly's headquarters which was published during the 2021
annual shareholders' meeting on April 27, 2021; alongside overviews of Musical.ly's
Silicon Valley and London offices as well as a picture of Musical.ly's mid-sized office
in Hong Kong.",
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In an article published by Business Insider, it was alleged that "The company has not
revealed how much money it made from advertising, but analytics firm Apptopia
estimates that TikTok has generated more than $200 million from advertising after
just three months on Android." This article was published on Business Insider. In an
article published by The Washington Post, it was alleged that "TikTok is popular
among young people in Asia and especially in China. Its reach is truly global, though
â€” according to the companyâ€™s own numbers from last year, for example, nearly
50 percent of users are outside the country." This article was published on The
Washington Post.",

Following the official announcement of TikTok's global release on December 9, 2021,
the app became immensely popular due to its widely popular features and user base.
From July 5th onwards, the app's userbase increased greatly due to many people
seeing it as a way to connect with friends within their country and all across the world
through videos and more.",
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Most TikTok users will agree that this platform is less innovative and less engaging
than it should be in order to maintain their attention. However, even if users were
aware of all of these issues with this platform, it would still not be clear whether or not
they contributed to the drop off in usage. The drop in usage is likely the result of a
number of factors including bad press and competition from other video platforms
such as YouTube, as well as issues with both the app's interface and the lack of
interest of many users. Overall, this platform has not been able to build a reputation
for being useful or popular enough to retain more than its niche number of users.",
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To access the app's functions, users are required to have a smartphone and an
internet connection in order to post videos. As with other social media platforms, the
basic functions or features such as accessing information about a particular person or
viewing people's latest posts are available to everyone while certain more advanced
functions require a subscription or subscription membership to access.",
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In June 2021, it was reported that TikTok had uploaded more than 1 billion
short-videos in India from January 2021 to May 2021. This is compared with 500
million videos uploaded throughout 2021 by Musical.ly and Kuaishou combined. It is
estimated that the app was used by approximately 18% of smartphone users in India
in December 2021, a number that drastically increased to 81% of users in March
2021.",
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In an article published by The New York Times, it was alleged that "The complaint
said more than 852 million people used Musical.ly worldwide in 2021. And despite its
name â€” which evokes the question-and-answer site Quora â€” Musical.ly has begun
to extend beyond allowing users to lip-sync popular songs for one another. Last year,
the company rolled out a social-networking component called the Universe that helps
users interact with one another." This article was published on The New York Times.",

Cons: 1. Getting a new account is a bit difficult when you don't have someone's
phone number or e-mail address of that person who created an account on TikTok in
order to sign in with it. 2. The app does not allow users under thirteen years of age or
those above fifty years of age to use it as well which is not very good for many
members who can easily create their own accounts and videos using this app without
having any restrictions at all. 3. There are some filters and stickers which are not
available as of yet on the app. 4. The time limit for viewing content in the stories
section is only 48 hours which is very less compared to others social media platforms.



You can't view it for more than two days on TikTok itself. This means that you will
have to save videos you want to watch later manually if you want to view them later
after two days as they will be deleted automatically from the app by then. 5. There is
no option of applying more than one sticker or filter in a video at all until now which is
not very good by any means if we compare it with other video sharing apps like
Instagram or Snapchat etc where this option is available easily. 6. There is no option
of creating a group conversation on TikTok which will allow you to invite members
from your contact list to join the conversation. You can only create a group with other
users and everyone in the group has to add each other in order to be able to access
the conversation. 7. You can't find many "good-looking" videos on this app which are
based on some specific topics or topics that you search for like those you can easily
find on Instagram and Snapchat etc. 8. Not all of its features are available for using
without having any log in or sign up procedures at all especially if we compare it with
Snapchat and Instagram where there are almost no restrictions at all regarding this
matter. 9. The time limit for viewing videos in the app is also very high which makes it
difficult for new users to enjoy some videos they want to view after a certain amount
of time only has passed since they have watched it in the stories section of TikTok.
10. The advertising format on TikTok is very different from those of other social media
platforms like Instagram and Snapchat etc where there are many more ads on them
and you have to pay extra money in order to remove ads from them which can be a
little irritating sometimes.",
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On April 4, 2021, Tencent announced that it purchased the app for $1 billion and
would merge it into their own platform, Kuaishou. The company was sued for
copyright infringement and unlawful reproduction of musical works by Viacom, Inc. on
November 23, 2021. Viacom claimed that the users of the app have illegally uploaded
and reproduced more than 10,000 pieces of content owned by Viacom under the U.S.
Copyright Act, Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), California Penal Code
Section 502, and the California Uniform Trade Secrets Act (CUTSA). The lawsuit
claimed that about 150 user accounts are registered with every second for which at
least 20 million videos are being uploaded per day. Users were required to give the
app their name, email address/password and a phone number.",

Several celebrities have been mentioned as Tiktok users. American singers Selena
Gomez, Camila Cabello and Ariana Grande have been mentioned as Tiktok users.
American actors Bella Thorne, Vanessa Hudgens, Joan Smalls and Vanessa
Hudgens also have been mentioned as Tiktok users. American singer-songwriter
Ariana Grande has attracted attention for her Tiktok account which is followed by
more than 100 million people worldwide. Introduced in September 2021, Grande
received backlash from fans over the fact that she was able to make millions of
dollars from her YouTube channel's ad revenue while still living in a house with her
parents. In addition to the controversy, Grande was also criticized by her fans for
featuring a luxury handbag in her videos, while proclaiming herself as a feminist.",

Musical.ly has been targeted by spyware developers who have attempted to take



advantage of vulnerable accounts. In March 2021, "CNET" reported that the company
had pulled PathMate, a tethering app which could be used to record and spy on users'
mobile video activity; however it still remained on iTunes and Google Play Store after
its removal from Musical.ly's website. In June 2021, mobile security firm Lookout
released a report noting that spyware apps were disrupting IMEI access through
compromised Musical.ly accounts. Lookout also found that spyware apps were being
offered as Musical.ly "likes" or "cheats", with some marketing them as offering or
allowing access to features that the app otherwise does not have. The report also
noted that it was possible for users to be infected just by scrolling through the app's
stories without clicking on anything, and users would often have no idea they had
been compromised until a notification popped up telling them to install an update to
their security software in order to remove malicious threats.",

TikTok has no clear privacy policy, forcing users to rely on their own judgement to
decide whether or not they need to lock down their privacy settings. This has led to
many users feeling concerned about where their personal information is being
collected, stored and used. A number of third-party apps have been developed in
order to help TikTok users better manage their privacy settings.",

In March 2021, Linius Technologies filed a lawsuit against Musical.ly for trademark
infringement. Linius Technologies claimed that the word "musical" in Musical.ly's
name was too similar to their trademark, and Musical.ly had to change their name or
its domain name. In June 2021, Musical.ly announced that they would no longer use
the word "musical" in their name and would instead shorten it to just "Musical". Lytro
Cameras also filed a lawsuit against the company in June 2021 for trademark
infringement. In August 2021, Linius Technologies filed a request to have Musical.ly
removed from the Google Play Store which was denied by Google on November 9,
2021 with Google stating that because musical.ly wasn't using the word "Musical" in
their name (previously Musically), it could not be taken down from the app store.",
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In July 2021, it was reported that TikTok had reached a deal with Snapchat to
produce sponsored videos for the Snapchat Discover platform. This arrangement
came after Snapchat's CEO Evan Spiegel had shared an Instagram post of himself
and a TikTok exec riding in a helicopter.",
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Older accounts can still watch user-generated videos, however they can not create or
share any of their own. They are instead limited to just viewing what other people are
posting through the app's various features. TikTok is available for download on iOS
and Android platforms. Released in Japan, the first version of "TikTok" was optimized
for iOS devices. Subsequently, it was released worldwide as a non-Japanese version
named "TiK".",

In July 2021, "The Wall Street Journal" reported the company's annual revenue to be
approximately $800 million with a loss of $70 million. By May 2021, it was reported
that the video-sharing app generated $5.2 billion in revenue with more than 500
million users worldwide.",
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In July 2021, TikTok came under heavy criticism for adding a filter to their video
function that made black people look like dolls. The company did not take the filter
down until pressure from Twitter users. The Twitter account of TikTok was also
hacked in September 2021 after many people tweeted with "#FreeTikTok". After the
account was returned to normal, all the hashtag tweets were deleted.",

The app has also been used to help promote charitable causes. In Japan in May
2021, the app teamed up with the Japanese Red Cross while in July 2021, it
partnered with UNICEF and its Baby + Me campaign.",
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